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I NTRODUCTION

The need for formal techniques for reasoning about contracts is becoming increasingly important as software systems interact more frequently with other systems and
with our everyday life. Although for many applications a
property-based approach suffices — specifying pre-/postconditions, invariants, temporal properties, etc. — other
applications require a first class notion of contracts which
property-based approaches do not address sufficiently well.
Deontic logics [1] have been developed precisely to deal
with such a need to talk about ideal behaviour of a system,
possibly also including exceptional situations when the system deviates from such behaviour. For instance, consider
a contract which specifies that a party is to perform a
particular action, but if they fail to do so, they will incur
an additional charge (which they are obliged to pay) and
prohibited from taking certain actions until they do so.
Such contracts, typically using a deontic logic, have been
referred to as total contracts and have been argued to be
more informative (with the right abstractions) than simple
properties [2]. The opportunity to move from seeing specifications simply as expressions in a logic which must hold
to the higher level view of them being a form of contract
goes back to Khosla [3]. By looking at contracts as first-class
entities which can be reasoned about, manipulated, etc. one
can perform contract analysis independent of the systems
the contract will regulate, e.g., one can analyze contracts for
potential conflicts, or to evaluate which is the stricter one.
Different approaches to contract analysis have been reported in the literature, with most approaches focusing on
the violation semantics of contracts, thus enabling the characterization of agreements between parties or agents regulating their behaviour. In systems with interacting parties,
contracts play an even more important role since an agent’s
behaviour (or non-behaviour) directly impacts other agents.
Surprisingly, many contract logics reason about deontic
modalities such as obligations and permissions without
specifying agents, and the literature addressing reasoning
about directed deontic modalities is relatively sparse (e.g.

Modal Action Logic [4], deontic STIT logic [5], [6], Business
Contract Language [7], contract automata [8]), in which,
for instance, a permission is parametrized by (i) the agent
which is to be permitted to perform an action or be in a
particular state; and (ii) the agent which is bound to provide
that permission.
Interaction has long been studied in computer science
using calculi to reason about communicating transition
systems enabling the classification of systems into correct
and incorrect ones with respect to a property. It is only
recently, however, that the distinction between properties
and contracts has appeared in this area. In much of the
literature, however, contract comparison is still defined by
quantifying over all possible behaviour of the systems,
making reasoning about contracts directly dependant on
contract satisfaction and violation predicates parametrized
by the behaviour they are regulating.
Orthogonal to these issues is that of the notion of time in
contracts. From work in temporal logics, one can categorize
such logics into a number of broad categories: (i) ones which
permit reasoning about sequentiality of events; (ii) ones
which can also reason about time using a notion of a discrete
global clock; and (iii) ones which allow reasoning about
timers which can take continuous time values and which
can interact with such timers e.g. triggering on timeouts, or
resetting the timers. The notion of continuous time clocks,
i.e. (iii), introduces additional complexity including aspects
which may be undecidable as can be seen, for instance, in
the extensive work on verification of timed automata and
hybrid systems in general [9]. Furthermore, if events are
timed, one has to introduce a notion of time in the deontic
logic — whether in a point-wise manner (e.g. an obligation
to perform a particular action at a particular time) or over
time intervals (e.g. an obligation to perform a particular
action before a deadline). There is much work about the
combination of discrete time temporal and deontic logics,
but less so with dense-time logics. We discuss this further
in Section 2. Our approach is an interval logic one, taking
the approach adopted by real time logics such as duration
calculus [10], which only allows statements about signal
values over non-point intervals.
In earlier work, we have developed a calculus to reason
about contracts independently of the systems [11] in which,
only temporal sequentiality of events was handled. In this
paper, we:
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present a real time extension, Themulus, of the calculus to reason about contracts abstracting away
the agents’ behaviour in the simulation relation and
considering deontic modalities and conditions with
time constraints;
give an operational view of contracts, using notions
from process calculi to model the notion of contracts,
and enabling their analysis;
use simulation techniques from process calculi to reason about contracts at an operational level, allowing
the simplification of contracts and reasoning about
nondeterminism (in contracts);
present an algorithm for the runtime monitoring of
contracts written in Themulus; and
report on a case study which has been successfully
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runtime verified through our novel implementation
of the calculus.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we
compare our approach to related work, after which we
present a running example (section 3) used throughout
the paper to clarify concepts. Then, the notation we will
use to formalize our notions is presented in section 4. We
then present our timed contract calculus in section 5 and
formalize the notion of refinement of contracts in section 6.
We show how the calculus can be applied to a case study
of an airport plane boarding system agreement between a
passenger, security airport staff, and the airline company
in section 7. Furthermore, we show how we can transform
contracts written in our calculus into runtime monitors and
give the empirical results of our implementation in section 8.
We finally conclude in section 9 with some conclusions and
possible lines of future work.

2

R ELATED W ORK

There is a long history of contract formalization in terms
of deontic logics. The time-aware calculus we present in
this paper is based on the contract calculus we presented
in [11], in which contracts were only aware of event sequentiality but not their actual timing. Putting aside the timed
aspect of the calculus, our approach has three important
features: (i) deontic modalities are explicitly tagged by the
party involved; (ii) the use of operational semantics allows
us to compare contracts beyond the trace level, using the
standard notion of simulation; and (iii) interaction between
parties is an important aspect of the calculus, since we
need to take into account whether the parties allow each
other to satisfy the contract. A detailed comparison between
the untimed part of the calculus and other approaches in
the literature can be found in [11]. In this paper we will
focus solely on related work from the literature formalizing
time in contracts. The way we augment the calculus with
time shares much with how real-time is typically added to
process calculi e.g. timed CSP [12] and timed CCS [13] —
we enrich the operational semantics to allow for time taking
transitions. In this manner, we can compare contracts also
with respect to their behaviour over time.
Although time plays an important role in contracts, there
is limited work formalizing the notions behind explicitly
timed contracts. Even allowing for temporal modalities,
many deontic logics and contract languages e.g. [14], [15],
[16] limit their notion of time to one of temporal ordering of
events e.g. the obligation to pay immediately after using a
service (i.e. a trace which contains the subtrace xuseService,
somethingElsey will result in a violation), or prohibition from
borrowing a fourth book from a library without returning
any of the ones already in your possession (i.e. any trace
containing a subtrace which has four instances of borrowBook
without intermediate returnBook).
Still, one can find a number of logics considering explicit
time in contracts e.g. [17], [18], [19]. In [17], a graph-based
representation of contracts is used to represent deontic
clauses of different signatories and the absolute and relative
timing constraints associated to them. Semantics based on
timed automata extended with information regarding the
satisfaction and violation of clauses in order to represent

different deontic modalities is shown, but the formalism
considers the parties independently, and lacks an operational semantics.
Broersen et al. [18] study a dyadic modal operator, which
covers the notion of being obliged to obey a condition before
another condition occurs. For this purpose, they use logic CTL
and try to extend it with a set of violation constants. By considering deadlines as explicit events, they effectively deal
with time using just a notion of ordering, and thus cannot
deal with relative deadlines without additional logical overheads (explicitly introducing rules such as the ordering of
two sequential one second deadlines with respect to a three
second interval). Therefore, they define a simple semantics
for obligations with deadlines in terms of branching time
models. This work is mainly focused on time associated
with obligations, and it does not consider time for the other
deontic operators.
Cole et al. [19] present a case study of a conference
programme to illustrate how policies (also covering obligations, prohibitions and permissions) might be syntactically
formulated and refined alongside the refinement of the
system specification. They model timed actions and events,
but they do not give a formal semantics for this purpose.
One of the richer real-time deontic logics appears in
Marjanovic et al. [20]. The logic provides various ways in
which temporal constraints can be added within contracts,
including the verification of constraints over conjunctions
of contract clauses. However, the logic lacks notions such
as contract sequentiality and reparation which are able to
handle in our logic.
The closest to our approach of building a calculus to
reason about events is that used in the event-calculus [21]
and its formalization in XML [22]. The event-calculus gives
a logical framework to reason about contracts in a tracebased manner. Although, in the original calculus, deontic
modalities are based on time points (as opposed to over
temporal intervals), the use of quantification over temporal
variables allows for the lifting of these point-wise modalities
to intervals, albeit in an ad hoc manner. Later work [23], [24],
[25] introduced the notions of different forms of obligations
with deadlines, which correspond closely to our notion of
obligation and reparation in this paper. There is related
work in formalizing such obligations with deadlines using
defeasible logic in [26], [27], extended with reparations in
[28]. Finally, the notion of deadlines was extended from
obligations to permissions in [29] which is also similar to our
notion of time-bounded permissions. The main difference
between this body of work and our approach is not in
the expressiveness of the contract language or the deontic
modalities themselves, but rather in the formalization used.
Our approach takes a simulation-based approach which
allows for comparison between contracts even in the presence of non-determinism, and gives us an inherent notion
of contract refinement. Also, the notion of refuted actions
(actions which a party does not allow happening by not
providing its part of the handshake) is also crucial in the
presence of interactive parties, and is handled implicitly
in the simulation relation without having to introduce additional modalities such as intention (or the attempt) to
perform an action.
Simulation techniques have been widely studied in the
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context of reactive systems. One of the most interesting
properties of the simulation semantics is that they can be
efficiently computed [30], [31]. The algorithm to compute
the simulation semantics can also reduce the number of
states of the systems [32]. This reduced version can be used
to efficiently perform other formal techniques such as model
checking and monitoring.
In the field of runtime verification, there is a sizeable
body of work addressing the runtime monitoring, verification and enforcement, both for analogue signals (e.g. [33],
[34]) and, closer to our work, event-based ones (e.g. [35],
[36], [37]). However, the distinction from the work we
present in this paper, is that the specification languages
used in these approaches and tools (e.g. variants of LTL,
timed regular expressions, variants of timed automata) do
not carry deontic modalities, thus making reasoning about
the contract (specification in their case) itself as a first class
entity (e.g. to reason about reparations, contract conflicts,
contract transformation, etc.) more burdensome.

behaviour in order to be able to formalize contracts in the
following sections.
Structurally, the underlying system consists of a number
of indexed agents running in parallel, using variables A, A1
to represent the individual agents. The system as a whole
will consist of the parallel composition of all agents indexed
by a finite set I i.e. the system will be of the form ||iPI Ai .
We will use variables A, A1 to denote the state of the system
as a whole.
Notation: The visible behaviour of the system and in the
agents will be assumed to consist of actions over an alphabet
Act, and the agents’ behaviour will be assumed to consist
of (i) a relation indicating how their state changes whenever
such an action occurs; and (ii) a relation indicating how they
change with the passing of time. Time will be taken to range
over the non-negative reals: T = R+ . Agents semantics are
thus assumed to be represented as timed labelled transition
systems:
‚

3

R UNNING E XAMPLE

In the rest of the paper, we will illustrate our logic and
results using a common running example, that of a plane
boarding system as inspired by [38]. In this section we
present this simple use case — an agreement between
the passenger and airline company , regulating the plane
boarding process, from check-in till the flight, including
time constraints. This use case is a simplified version of
the real-life case study presented in Section 7 to evaluate
the logic, and which is based on the Madrid Barajas airport
regulations.
1) The passenger is permitted to use the check-in desk within
two hours before the plane takes off (t0 ).
2) At the check-in desk, the passenger is obliged to present
her boarding pass whitin 5 minutes.
3) After presenting the boarding pass, the passenger must
show her passport, she has 5 minutes for this purpose.
4) Henceforth, the passenger is (i) prohibited from carrying
liquids in her hand-luggage until boarding; and (ii) prohibited from carrying weapons during the whole trip until
the plane lands. If she has liquids in her hand-luggage, she
is obliged to dispose of them within 10 minutes.
5) After presenting her passport, the passenger is permitted
to board within 90 minutes and to present the handluggage to the staff within 10 minutes. Therefore, the
airline company is obliged to allow the passenger to board
within 90 minutes.
6) If the passenger is stopped from carrying luggage, the
airline company is obliged to put the passenger’s hand
luggage in the hold within 20 minutes.

Table 1 show the agreement as a list of the obligations,
permissions, and prohibitions that have been inferred from
the natural language description of the rules.
We will be using clauses from this small example to
illustrate the formal notions we introduce in the rest of the
paper.

4

BACKGROUND AND N OTATION

Contracts regulate the behaviour of a number of agents,
or parties running in parallel. In this section we present
the notation we will use to describe these agents and their

‚

A −−aÑ A1 , for a P Act, indicates that agent A
changes to A1 upon performing action a. As it is
usual in process algebrae [13], the execution of aca
tions do not consume time. The transition A−−
Û
indicates that agent A cannot perform action a:
df
a
A−−
Û = DA1 ¨ A −−aÑ A1 .
d
A ::; A1 , for d ą 0 P T, indicates that agent A
evolves to A1 after d time units pass.

Assumptions: We will assume that agents are non-blocking:
for any agent A, there is an agent state A1 such that either (i)
d
A −−aÑ A1 (for some a P Act); or (ii) A ::; A1 (for some
d ą 0 P T). We also assume the following properties of the
time transition relation:
d

d

‚

Time determinism: If A ::; A1 and A ::; A2 ,
then A1 = A2 .
d1
d2
Time additivity: If A ::; A1 ::; A2 then

‚

A :::::; A2 .
d1 +d2
Time continuity: If A :::::; A2 then there exists

‚

d1 +d2

d1

d2

A1 such that A ::; A1 ::; A2 .
We can now define how a system as a whole (a composition of agents) evolves. There are two kind of transitions: (i)
a,S

action transitions of the form A −
−−−Ñ A1 will indicate that
system A can perform action a P Act with agents indexed
by S P 2I participating, to become system A1 ; and (ii) timed
d
transitions A ::; A1 indicate the evolution of the system
as a whole with the passing of time.
Definition 1. We define the following transition relations
over systems:
a,S

‚

A −
−−−Ñ A1 , with S P 2I and 1 ď #S ď 2,
indicating that agents in S (and no others) syna,S
chronise on action a. Formally, A −
−−−Ñ A1 , where
1
1
A = A1 } A2 } ¨ ¨ ¨ } An , and A = A1 } A12 ¨ ¨ ¨ } A1n1 is
defined as follows: (i) the number of agents does not
change: n = n1 ; (ii) agents other than those whose
index appears in S do not participate in action a:
@i P I ¨ i R S ñ Ai = A1i ; and (iii) agents indexed in
S evolve over action a: @i P I ¨ i P S ñ Ai −−aÑ A1i .
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Table 1
A piece of the Boarding System contract norms.

Clause

‚

Agent

Modality

Action

0
1
2
3
4

Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger

Permission
Obligation
Obligation
Permission
Permission

5

Passenger

Prohibition

6

Passenger

Prohibition

7
8
9

Passenger
Airline Company
Airline Company

Obligation
Obligation
Obligation

Go to the checkin desk (checkin)
Present boarding pass (PBP)
Show her passport (ShP)
Board (board)
Board with hand luggage (hl)
Carry in her hand luggage weapons (weapon)
until landing (landing)
Carry in her hand luggage liquids (liq) until
boarding (board)
Dispose of liquids (dliq)
Put her hand luggage in the hold (hlhold)
Allow passenger to board (board)

d

A ::; A1 indicates that system A evolves to A1
after d ą 0 P T time units pass. Formally we define
d
A ::; A1 to mean that all agents evolve with a
d
time transition of length d: Ai ::; A1i for all i P I ,
where A = A1 } ¨ ¨ ¨ } Al } ¨ ¨ ¨ } An , and A1 = A11 } ¨ ¨ ¨ }
A1l } ¨ ¨ ¨ } A1n .

Reparation
Clause
∅
∅
∅
8&9
8&9

Time
Restriction
t0 − 120
5
5
90
10

∅

tlanding

8

120

∅
∅
∅

10
20
90

the predicate < ticket, c ą to indicate that c wanted to
perform the action, but neither the ticket office (nor any
other agent) was willing to perform the handshake required.
Predicate disjunction and conjunction are indicated by P _Q
and P ^ Q respectively.
Definition 3. The semantics of a predicate P under a system
A, written A ( P , is defined as follows:

a,s

We will also write A −−Ñ to mean that system A can
a,s df
perform action a involving the agents in set s: A −−Ñ =
a,s
DA1 ¨ A −−Ñ A1 . The lack of such a transition is written as:
a,s
A−
−−−Û .
Proposition 1. Based on this definition and the assumptions
we made on the time transitions of agents, we can be
shown that systems also obey the following properties:
d

d

‚

Time determinism: If A ::; A1 and A ::; A2
then A1 = A2 .
d1
d2
Time additivity: If A ::; A1 and A1 ::; A2 then

‚

A :::::; A2 .
d1 +d2
Time continuity: If A :::::; A2 then there exists

‚

d1 +d2

d1

d2

A1 such that A ::; A1 ::; A2 .
In order to formalize violation of contracts, we will use
predicates over agent behaviour.
Definition 2. A predicate is defined in terms of the following
grammar:

P ::= tt | ff | xa, ky | xa, ky | P _ Q | P ^ Q
In the grammar above, k P I ranges over agent indices,
a P Act over actions, and P , Q P P over predicates.
Predicates tt and ff denote true and false respectively.
Predicate < a, k ą means that agent k may perform action
a. However, since some actions may require involvement
by several agents, we use the predicate < a, k ą to indicate
that agent k wants to perform action a, but this action is not
offered by any other agent for synchronisation. For instance,
an agent c may want to purchase a ticket (action: ticket) to
go to a theatre. Predicate < ticket, c ą indicates the success
of such an action with c participating. However, if the action
requires the participation of the ticket office, we can write

df

A ( tt
A ( ff

= true
df
= false

A ( xa, ky

= DS P 2I , A1 ¨ A −
−−−Ñ A1 ^ k P S

a,S

df

a,tku

a
−−−Ñ and @l ¨ l ‰ k ñ Al −−
Û
A ( xa, ky = A −
df
A ( P _ Q = A ( P or A ( Q
df
A ( P ^ Q = A ( P and A ( Q
df

We can now define the notion of stronger-than and that
of equivalence between predicates.
Definition 4. Given predicates P, Q P P , we say that P is
stronger than Q, written P ( Q, iff for any state of any
system A for which A ( P holds, A ( Q also holds. We
say that P is equivalent to Q, written P )( Q, iff P ( Q
and Q ( P .
We will now present a number of properties of predicate
strength which will be used later on in the paper.
Proposition 2. Let P, Q P P , k be an agent index and a P
Act, then
 , then xa, ky _ P 
 tt and xa, ky _ P 
 tt .
)(
1) If P 
)(tt
)(
2) If P _ Q )( tt then P )( tt or Q )( tt .
Proof.
 there is a system A such that A ( P . In
1) Since P 
)(tt
 tt we have to find a system
order to prove xa, ky_P 
)(
A1 such that A1 ( xa, ky _ P . If A ( xa, ky we can take
A as A1 and we are done. So we assume A ( xa, ky.
System A1 is built by removing all transitions labelled
with a from agent k . Clearly A1 ( xa, ky. To show that
A1 ( P let us proceed by structural induction on P . The
only non-trivial case is P = xa, ly. If l = k by definition
A1 ( xa, ly. If l ‰ k and A1 ( xa, ly then an agent m ‰ k
that is able to perform action a. Since agents l and k
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have not been modified we obtain A ( xa, ly = P ,
which is a contradiction.
 tt . Again, since P 
 tt
Now let us prove xa, ky_P 
)(
)(
there is a system A such that A ( P . If A ( xa, ky we
are already done. So let us assume A ( xa, ky. In this
case we obtain a new system A1 by replacing action a
by a new action new (not appearing in A or in P ). It
is clear that A1 ( xa, ky. The proof of A1 ( P uses
induction on P . All cases are quite simple taking into
account that new actions cannot appear in P .
2) The proof is by structural induction on P :
 tt . If P =
‚
Base cases: If P = ff then P ^ Q 
)(
tt then the result is immediate. The cases P =
xa, ky and P = xa, ky are a consequence of the
 tt then xa, ky _ Q 
 tt
previous result: if Q 
)(
)(
 tt .
and xa, ky _ Q 
)(
‚
Inductive cases: If Q )( tt there is nothing to
 tt .
prove, so let us assume Q 
)(
– P = P1 ^ P2 . First let us check that any
system A verify A ( P1 _Q and A ( P2 _Q,
that implies P1 _ Q )( tt and P2 _ Q )( tt .
Since P _ Q )( tt we obtain A ( P _ Q. If
A ( Q then A ( P1 _ Q and A ( P2 _ Q.
Otherwise A ( P , so A ( P1 and A ( P2
and therefore A ( P1 _ Q and A ( P2 _ Q.
Since P1 _ Q )( tt , we can apply the inductive hypothesis to obtain P1 )( tt or Q )(
tt . The latter is impossible, so P1 )( tt . In
a symmetric way, we obtain P2 )( tt . Now
since P1 )( tt and P2 )( tt , we obtain
P = P1 ^ P2 )( tt .
– P = P1 _ P2 . It is easy to check that the _ is
associative so we obtain P1 _ pP2 _ Qq )(
tt . We can apply induction hypothesis to P1
to obtain P1 )( tt or P2 _ Q )( tt . Let
us assume the first case, since P1 )( tt , it
is easy to check that P = P1 _ P2 )( tt .
In the second case P2 _ Q )( tt , we can
apply induction hypothesis to P2 to obtain
P2 )( tt or Q )( tt . The second case is
impossible and, as before, in the first case we
obtain P = P1 _ P2 )( tt .
\
[
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A T IMED C ONTRACT C ALCULUS

We can now define our contract calculus Themulus. We
start by defining its syntax and an equivalence relation over
the syntactic forms. We then define the notion of contract
violation conditions based on the operational semantics of
the calculus. As we mentioned before, we will assume a
time domain T ranging over the non-negative reals. In order
to deal with the recursion operator we assume a set of
variables fvars over which recursion will be defined.
5.1

where a P Act, x P fvars, k P I and d P T Y t8u. The set
of contract formulae is denoted by C.
The basic formulae J and K indicate, respectively, the
contracts which are trivially satisfied and violated. The key
modalities we use from deontic logic to specify contracts
are permissions, obligations and prohibitions. The formula
Pk paqrds indicates the permission of agent k to perform
action a within d time units, while Ok paqrds is an obligation
on agent k to perform action a within d time units, and
Fk paqrds is the prohibition on agent k to perform action a
within d time units. The formula waitpdq represents a delay
of d time units.
Contract disjunction is written as ϕ1 _ ϕ2 , and contract
conjunction as ϕ1 ^ ϕ2 . The formula ϕ1 ; ϕ2 indicates the
sequential composition of two contracts — in order to satisfy
the whole contract, the first contract ϕ1 must be satisfied
and then the second one ϕ2 . For instance, we can model the
obligation of agent k of doing action a in 3 time units after
a delay of 2 time units: waitp2q; Ok paqr3s.
The reparation operator, written ϕ1 § ϕ2 , is the contract
which starts off as ϕ1 , but when violated triggers contract
ϕ2 , e.g., O1 paqr2s § P2 pbqr5s is the contract which obliges
agent 1 to perform action a in 2 time units, but if she does
not, permits agent 2 to perform action b in 5 time units.
The formula condk paqrdspϕ1 , ϕ2 q is a conditional contract which (i) if party k performs action a within d time
units it proceeds to behave like ϕ1 ; otherwise (ii) if d
time units elapse without a being performed by k , it then
proceeds to behave like ϕ2 . Note that we can generalize to
more general conditions on the system, but we limit it to
ability of a party to perform an action for the scope of this
paper.
Finally, rec x.ϕ and x handles recursive contracts, e.g.,
rec x.Op paqrds; x is the contract which obliges agent p to repeatedly perform action a within d time units of each other.
In contrast, rec x.Or pprqr10s ^ waitp30q; x, is the contract in
which agent r is obliged to pay the rent (action pr) during
the first 10 days of every month, repeatedly.
Using these basic contract combinators, we can define
more complex ones, for example a prohibition which persists until a particular action is performed — a prohibition
on agent k from performing action a until party l performs
action b, written Fpra, ks U rb, lsq, and defined as follows:

`
df
Fpra, ks U rb, lsq = rec x. condk paqr8spK,
Jq^
˘
condl pbqr8spJ, xq
Example 1. The contract of the plane boarding system from
Section 3, can be formalised using our contract calculus
as follows:
ϕ0
ϕ1
ϕ2
ϕ3

::=
::=
::=
::=

ϕ4

::=

PBS

::=

Contract Syntax

Definition 5. The set of formulae ϕ in our contract calculus
follows this syntax:

ϕ ::= J | K | Pk paqrds | Ok paqrds | Fk paqrds
| waitpdq | condk paqrdspϕ1 , ϕ2 q | ϕ1 ; ϕ2
| ϕ1 ^ ϕ2 | ϕ1 _ ϕ2 | ϕ1 § ϕ2 | rec x.ϕ | x

Pp pcheckinqrt0 − 120s
Op pPBPqr5s
Op pShPqr5s
pFprweapon, ps U rlanding, csqq^
ppFprliq, ps U rboarding, psqq § Op pdliqqr10sq
pPp pboardqr90s; Pp phlqr10sq§
pOc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20sq
ϕ0 ; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 ; pϕ3 ^ ϕ4 q

Where t0 is departure estimated time. Note that the
clauses ϕ0 to ϕ4 are used to express different parts of the
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contract, and combined together in the top-level contract
expression PBS.
The syntax of our logic allows for formulae whose
meaning is unclear. For instance, the formula Fk paqrds _ x
is not well-formed since it contains a free instance of
variable x. Another problem arises with formulae such as
rec x.Fk paqrds _ x, which use recursion not guarded by a
prefix formula since this ensures certain desirable properties of our operational semantics. In order to simplify our
semantics, we restrict the set of well-formed formulae to
ones which are (i) closed; and (ii) strongly prefixed.
We define the notion of closed formulae as the property
that the contract formula contains no free recursion variables (a recursion variable x is free if it not bound to a rec x
above it).
Definition 6. Let ϕ be a formula. We define the set of free
variables of ϕ, written fvpϕq, as:
df

fvpJq = ∅
df
fvpKq = ∅
df
fvpPk paqrdsq = ∅
df
fvpOk paqrdsq = ∅
df
fvpFk paqrdsq = ∅
df
fvpwaitpdqq = ∅
df
fvpxq = txu

In order to compute the ” relation, we transform it
into a rewriting calculus: we can see the rules above as
rewriting rules going from left to right. For instance, the
equivalence rule 13 (Ok paqr0s ” K) allows us to rewrite
Ok paqr0s; Pl pbqr5s to K; Pl pbqr5s, which in turn can be
rewritten to K using rule 10 (K; ϕ ” K).
Definition 9. We write ϕ ãÑ ϕ1 (where ϕ, ϕ1 P C ), if ϕ1 is the
result of applying one of the equivalence rules from left
to right on a subexpression of ϕ.
Example 2. Returning to the plane boarding system
agreement, consider the obligation on passengers to
present the boarding pass (action PBP) within 5 time
units: Op pPBPqr5s. In this case, equivalence rule 13
can be applied as soon as 5 time units have passed:
5
Op pPBPqr5s ::; Op pPBPqr0s ãÑ K.

In order to justify the simplification of contract formulae
by
applying
these rules repeatedly, we will need to prove
df
fvpϕ ^ ϕ1 q = fvpϕq Y fvpϕ1 q that the rewriting process is terminating and confluent. To
df
fvpϕ _ ϕ1 q = fvpϕq Y fvpϕ1 q prove confluence of ãÑ, we will first prove local confluence,
df
fvpϕ § ϕ1 q = fvpϕq Y fvpϕ1 q from which confluence follows using a standard result from
df
fvpcondk paqrdspϕ, ϕ1 qq = fvpϕq Y fvpϕ1 q computer science.
df

fvpϕ; ϕ1 q = fvpϕq Y fvpϕ1 q Proposition 3. The ãÑ P C Ø C relation is: (i) terminating:
df
there is no infinite sequence ϕ1 , ϕ2 . . . , such that @i ¨
fvprec x.ϕq = fvpϕqztxu

ϕi ãÑ ϕi+1 ; and (ii) locally confluent: if ϕ ãÑ ϕ1 and ϕ ãÑ
ϕ2 , then there exists a contract ϕ1 such that ϕ1 ãÑ∗ ϕ1
and ϕ2 ãÑ∗ ϕ1 .
A strong prefixed formula is one where all the occurrences of the formula variables are prefixed by an obligation, Proof. Since the right term is always syntactically smaller
than the one on the left, the relation ãÑ is a well-founded
prohibition, permission or wait operation.
relation, and thus, termination is easily proved. Local
Definition 7. We define the strong prefixed predicate over
confluence is proved by structural induction on ϕ. The
formulas, sp : C ÞÑ Bool, as follows:
base cases are trivial. To prove the inductive cases, we
df
sppJq = true
perform case by case analysis on the different rules,
1 df
sppϕ; ϕ q = sppϕq
df
sppKq = true
1 df
1 which are applied to the subformulae to show that the
sppϕ ^ ϕ q = sppϕq ^ sppϕ q
df
sppPk paqrdsq = d ą 0
\
[
1 df
1 confluence result holds.
We say that a formula ϕ is closed iff fvpϕq = ∅.

df

sppOk paqrdsq = d ą 0
df
sppFk paqrdsq = d ą 0
df
sppwaitpdqq = d ą 0
df
sppxq = false

sppϕ _ ϕ q = sppϕq ^ sppϕ q
df
1
Based
on these results, confluence of ãÑ follows using
sppϕ § ϕ1 q = sppϕq ^ sppϕ
q
df
1
1
Newman’s
Lemma [40].
sppcondk paqrdspϕ, ϕ qq = sppϕq ^ sppϕ q
df
Corollary 1. The syntactic equivalence relation applied from
spprec x.ϕq = sppϕq

left to right is confluent: if ϕ ãÑ∗ ϕ1 and ϕ ãÑ∗ ϕ2 , then
there is a contract ϕ1 such that ϕ1 ãÑ∗ ϕ1 and ϕ2 ãÑ∗ ϕ1 .

We say that a formula ϕ is strong prefixed iff sppϕq holds.
5.2

Syntactical Congruence

In order to simplify the presentation of the operational
semantics, we will follow an approach similar to that used in
the π -calculus [39]. As in other such approaches, we start by
defining a given (assumed) syntactical congruence, denoted
by ”, between contracts. This congruence is to be applied
on a well-formed formula and its subformulae before the
rules of the operational semantics.
Definition 8. We define the relation ” Ď C ˆ C as the least
congruence relation that includes:
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
15.
17.

ϕ^J”ϕ
K^ϕ”K
ϕ_J”J
ϕ_K”ϕ
J; ϕ ” ϕ
J§ϕ”J
Ok paqr0s ” K
Pk paqr0s ” J
condk paqr0spϕ, ψq ” ψ

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.
16.

J^ϕ”ϕ
ϕ^K”K
J_ϕ”J
K_ϕ”ϕ
K; ϕ ” K
K§ϕ”ϕ
Fk paqr0s ” J
waitp0q ” J

Confluence and termination mean that any given formula can be deterministically reduced to an irreducible formula in a finite number of steps.
Definition 10. A contract formule ϕ P C is said to be
irreducible, if the equivalence relation cannot be applied
to any of its subexpressions: Dϕ1 P C ¨ ϕ ãÑ ϕ1 .
Given contract formulae ϕ, ϕ1 P C , we write ϕ ÞÝÑ ϕ1 iff
(i) ϕ can be syntactically reduced to ϕ1 in a number of
steps: ϕ ãÑ∗ ϕ1 ; and (ii) ϕ1 is irreducible.
Confluence and termination guarantee that for a given
ϕ, there exists a unique ϕ1 such that ϕ ÞÝÑ ϕ1 .
5.3

Operational Semantics

We can now define an operational semantics for our contract
a,k

calculus. The semantics take one of three forms: (i) ϕ −
−−−Ñ
ϕ1 to denote that contract ϕ can evolve (in one step) to ϕ1
when action a is performed, which involves party k (and
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pa,kq

possibly other parties); or (ii) ϕ −
−−−Ñ ϕ1 indicating that the
1
contract ϕ can evolve to ϕ when the action a is not offered
d
by any party other than k ; or (iii) ϕ ::; ϕ1 to represent
1
that contract ϕ can evolve to contract ϕ when d time units
pass. We will use variable α to stand for a label of either
form: pa, kq or pa, kq. The rules of the operational semantics
are always applied to irreducible terms.
The core of any contract reasoning formalism is the rules
defining the semantics of the deontic modalities.
Table 2
Obligation transition rules.
a,k

(O1)

Ok paqrds −
−−−Ñ J

(O2)

Ok paqrds −−−−−Ñ J

(O3)

Ok paqrds −−Ñ Ok paqrds , pa, kq ‰ pb, lq

(O4)

−−−Ñ Ok paqrds , pa, kq ‰ pb, lq
Ok paqrds −

(O5)

Ok paqrds ::; Ok paqrd − d1 s ,

pa,kq

b,l

b,l

O3: Op pPBPqr5s −−Ñ Op pPBPqr5s (where b ‰ PBP or
l ‰ p); (iv) similarly if other parties or actions are not
allowed, the obligation remains unchanged by rule O4:
pb,lq

Op pPBPqr5s −
−−−Ñ Op pPBPqr5s (where b ‰ PBP or l ‰ p
); and finally (v) rule O5 handles when an amount of
time less than 5 time units elapses, in which case the
obligation remains in force, but the deadline is moved
δ
accordingly: Op pPBPqr5s ::; Op pPBPqr5 − δs (where
δ ď 5). Note that in this final case, when the deadline of
the obligation decreases to 0, the syntactic equivalence
Op pPBPqr0s ” K is directly applied and reduced accordingly.
Rules F1, F2, F3, F4, and F5 (Table 3) define the cases for
prohibition similar to obligation.

pb,lq

d1

a,k

(F1)

Fk paqrds −
−−−Ñ K

(F2)

Fk paqrds −−−−−Ñ K

(F3)

Fk paqrds −−Ñ Fk paqrds ,

(F4)

Fk paqrds −
−−−Ñ Fk paqrds ,

pa,kq

b,l

pb,lq
d

1

Table 4
Permission transition rules.

0 < d1 ď d

Table 3
Prohibition transition rules.

(F5)

pPBP,pq

the action: Op pPBPqr5s −−−−−Ñ J; (iii) if an action
other than PBP is performed or PBP is performed by
another party, the obligation remains intact by rule

a,k

(P1)

Pk paqrds −
−−−Ñ J

(P2)

Pk paqrds −−Ñ Pk paqrds,

(P3)

Pk paqrds −−−−−Ñ K

(P4)

Pk paqrds −
−−−Ñ Pk paqrds,

(P5)

Pk paqrds ::; Pk paqrd − d1 s ,

b,l

pa, kq ‰ pb, lq

pa,kq

pb,lq

pa, kq ‰ pb, lq

d1

0 < d1 ď d

pb, lq ‰ pa, kq

Table 5
Wait transition rule.

pb, lq ‰ pa, kq

Fk paqrds ::; Fk paqrd − d1 s,

0 < d1 ď d

Rules O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5 (Table 2) define the behaviour of obligations Ok paqrds, i.e., the obligation on agent
k to perform action a within d time units. Rules O1 and O2
handle the case of the obligation clause being satisfied when
agent k does action a within d time units, in this case, the
contract reduces to the trivially satisfied one (J). Rules O3
and O4 consider the case when another agent l performs
an action (l ‰ k ) or the action b is not the compulsory one
b ‰ a; in both cases the obligation remaining intact. Let us
recall that actions are instantaneous, so the time constraints
do not change. Finally, O5 handles the case when d1 time
units pass with d1 ď d, then the obligation remains, but the
obligation time decreases in d1 time units. Recall that with
the syntactic equivalence Ok paqr0s ” K, it is not necessary
to explicitly handle this case in the semantics.
Example 3. Let us consider the obligation on the passenger
(agent: p) to present the boarding pass (action PBP)
within 5 time units: Op pPBPqr5s. The possible outcomes
are: (i) rule O1 applies if the passenger presents the
boarding pass within 5 time units, with the contract
PBP,p
evolving to J: Op pPBPqr5s −
−−−Ñ J; (ii) rule O2 can
be applied if the passenger is not allowed to perform

d1

(wait1)

waitpdq ::; waitpd − d1 q ,

(wait2)

α
waitpdq −−
Ñ waitpdq

0 < d1 ď d

Permission of agent k to perform action a within d time
units (Pk paqrds) is defined through Rules P1, P2, P3, P4
and P5 (Table 4). Rule P1 considers the case when agent k
consumes her permission to perform action a by actually
performing it, in this case, the contract reduces to the
trivially satisfied one (J). Rule P2 handles the case when an
agent other than k performs an action or the action involved
b is not the permitted one a, leaving k ’s permission intact.
Rule P3 handles the case when the permission is violated
because agent k intended to perform action a, but it was
not offered a synchronizing action1 . Rule P4 considers the
case when other agent than k intents to perform an action
b (different to a), but it was not offered a synchronizing
action. Finally, Rule P5 considers the case when d1 time
units elapse, with d1 ď d, then the permission remains, but
the permission time decreases by d1 time units.
1. It is worth noting that this interpretation of permission makes
sense in an interactive systems setting, where permission to perform
an action corresponds to the other parties being willing to allow one to
proceed with that action.
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The wait rules are presented in Table 5, which define two
possible cases: when d1 time units pass, with d1 ď d, then
the time delay decreases by d1 time units (Rule wait1), and
when an action is performed (Rule wait2) the time delay
remains intact since (let us recall) actions are instantaneous.

time units for the second one, ψ , then it evolves to J, with
d ě d1 , thus the contracts conjunction evolves as the first
one. Rules AO5 and AO6 consider the cases in which the
first or second contract have been already violated and how
the disjunction of both contracts evolve, in an analogous
manner as conjunction.

Table 6
Condition transition rules.

(C1)

Table 8
Recovery and sequential transition rules

a,k

condk paqrdspϕ, ψq −
−−−Ñ ϕ
(V1)
pa,kq

(C2)

condk paqrdspϕ, ψq −−−−−Ñ ϕ

(C3)

condk paqrdspϕ, ψq −−Ñ ψ,

α
ϕ −−
Ñ ϕ1
α
ϕ § ψ −−
Ñ ϕ1 § ψ
d

b,l

pb, lq ‰ pa, kq

pb,lq

(C4)

condk paqrdspϕ, ψq −
−−−Ñ ψ,

(C5)

condk paqrdspϕ, ψq ::; condk paqrd − d1 spϕ, ψq ,

(V2)

pb, lq ‰ pa, kq

d1

0 < d1 ď d

ϕ ::; ϕ1
d

ϕ § ψ ::; ϕ1 § ψ
d1

d

(V3)

ϕ ::; K, ψ ::; ψ 1
d+d1

ϕ § ψ ::::; ψ 1

The rules for conditional contracts (Table 6) handle the
cases when the condition holds (C1 and C2), and when
it does not (C3 and C4), resolving the contract to the
appropriate branch. The rule C5 considers the case when d1
time units pass (with d1 ď d), in which case the conditional
deadline decreases accordingly.

(S1)

α
ϕ −−
Ñ ϕ1
α
ϕ; ψ −−
Ñ ϕ1 ; ψ
d

(S2)

ϕ ::; ϕ1
d

ϕ; ψ ::; ϕ1 ; ψ
d1

d

Table 7
Transition rules for conjunction and disjunction (op P t_, ^u)

(AO1)

α
α
ϕ −−
Ñ ϕ1 , ψ −−
Ñ ψ1
α
ϕ op ψ −−
Ñ ϕ1 op ψ 1
d

(AO2)

d

ϕ ::; ϕ1 , ψ ::; ψ 1
d

ϕ op ψ ::; ϕ1 op ψ 1
d1

d

(AO3)

ϕ ::; J, ψ ::; ψ 1
d1

ϕ ^ ψ ::;

d1

d

(AO4)

ϕ ::; ϕ1 , ψ ::; J
d

ϕ ^ ψ ::; ϕ1

, d ě d1

d1

d

(AO5)

, d1 ě d

ψ1

ϕ ::; K, ψ ::; ψ 1
d1

, d1 ě d

ϕ _ ψ ::; ψ 1
d1

d

(AO6)

ϕ ::; ϕ1 , ψ ::; K
d

ϕ _ ψ ::; ϕ1

, d ě d1

The rules for conjunction and disjunction (Table 7) are
structurally identical, since both take the two contracts to
evolve concurrently. The difference between the two operators is only exhibited when one of the two operands reduces
to J or K, which is then handled by the equivalence rules.
The first rule AO1 states that the conjunction or disjunction
of two formulae evolves along both operands concurrently.
The second rule AO2 considers the case in which d time
units pass for both contracts. Rule AO3 shows the case in
which: (i) d time units pass for the first contract, ϕ, then it
evolves to J and (ii) d1 for the second one, ψ , evolving to
ψ 1 , with d1 ě d. Thus, the contracts’ conjunction evolves as
the second one. AO4 handles the case in which d time units
pass for the first contract, ϕ, then it evolves to ϕ1 and d1

(S3)

ϕ ::; J, ψ ::; ψ 1
d+d1

ϕ; ψ ::::; ψ 1

The rules for reparation and sequential composition are
presented in Table 8. The first two rules V1 and V2 allow
moving along the primary contract, when some actions are
done or the time passes. There is no need for rules dealing
with the recovering from a violation, since this is handled
by the syntactic equivalence rules. The sequential composition rules S1 and S2 behave in an analogous manner,
allowing evolution along the first contract, with no need for
additional rules thanks to the syntactic equivalence rules.
It is worth noting that, similar to reparation which fires
the second operand on the first (shortest trace) violation,
sequential composition fires the second operand on the
shortest match of the first operand. Rules V3 and S3 are
necessary for time additivity with reparation and sequential
composition, respectively.
Example 4. In our running example, we can consider
clause ϕ4 , that is: ϕ4 ::= pPp pboardqr90s; Pp phlqr10sq §
pOc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20sq, where the passenger
is permitted to board within 90 minutes (Pp pboardqr90s)
and, then to present the hand-luggage to the staff within
10 minutes (Pp phlqr10s). Therefore, the reparation part
of this clause indicates that if the passenger is stopped
from boarding or carrying luggage, the airline company is obliged to allow the passenger to board within
90 minutes (Oc pboardqr90s) and then, to put the passenger’s hand luggage in the hold within 20 minutes
(Oc phlholdqr20s). If 90 time units pass, ϕ4 evolves in
the following way:
Pp pboardqr90s; Pp phlqr10s § Oc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20s
90
::;
Pp pboardqr0s; Pp phlqr10s § pOc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20s

9

”
J; Pp phlqr10s § pOc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20sq

The latter equivalence applies by rule 15, since
Pp pboardqr0s ” J. In turn, rule 9 can be applied to
the first part (J; Pp phlqr10s ” Pp phlqr10s), then ϕ4 ::=
Pp phlqr10s § pOc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20sq. Thereafter, if 10 time units pass, rule 15 can be applied again
10
(Pp phlqr10s ::; Pp pboardqr0s ” J), then ϕ4 ::= J §
pOc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20sq. And finally, applying
rule 11: ϕ4 ::= J § pOc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20sq ”
J, then in this case, it is possible to conclude that
the contract is satisfied only applying the congruence
relations.
Table 9
Recursion transitions

(REC1)

α
ϕ −−
Ñ ϕ1
α
rec x.ϕ −−
Ñ ϕ1 rx{rec x.ϕs
d

(REC2)

ϕ ::; ϕ1
d

rec x.ϕ ::; ϕ1 rx{rec x.ϕs

The final rules (Table 9) deal with recursion in a standard
manner — by replacing free instances of the recursion
variable by the whole recursion formula. Note that since
we assume formulae to be closed and recursion guarded,
we require no rules for expression consisting of just a free
variable, or to handle unguarded recursion such as rec x. x.
The following proposition shows that the semantics
ensure that any non-trivial contract (i.e. any irreducible
contract other than J and K), can evolve to any observed
action. Furthermore, they evolve in a deterministic manner.
Proposition 4. Given a contract ϕ P C :
1) One of the following holds: (i) ϕ ” J; (ii) ϕ ” K; or (iii)
a,k

pa,kq

−−−Ñ .
for any a P Act and k P I , ϕ −
−−−Ñ and ϕ −
a,k

a,k

2) If ϕ −
−−−Ñ ϕ1 and ϕ −
−−−Ñ ϕ2 , then ϕ1 ” ϕ2 .
Proof. The first property follows immediately from the
operational semantics. The second follows by structural
induction on ϕ.
\
[
The following proposition shows that the contracts behave coherently with respect to time.
Proposition 5. Let ϕ, ϕ1 , ϕ2 P C be contracts and d1 , d2 P T
be time values. Then, the following properties hold:
d1

‚

d1

Time determinism: If ϕ ::; ϕ1 and ϕ ::; ϕ2 then
ϕ1 ” ϕ2 .
d1

d2

‚

Time additivity: If ϕ ::; ϕ1

::; ϕ2 , then

‚

ϕ :::::; ϕ2 .
d1 +d2
Time continuity: If ϕ :::::; ϕ2 then there exists

d1 +d2

d1

d2

ϕ1 P C such that ϕ ::; ϕ1 ::; ϕ2
Proof. These properties are proved by structural induction.
The base cases are trivial, one only needs to take into
account that the contracts Ok paqrds, Fk paqrds, Pk paqrds
do not transition beyond time d because the contracts
are violated (in the case of obligation) or satisfied (in the
case for prohibition and permission).
\
[

5.4

Contract Violation

We can now formally define contract violation. First, we
define the predicate viopϕq. This predicate will be used to
verify if a contract is currently violated, which enables us to
determine how a system can be monitored with respect to a
contract.
Definition 11. We say that an irreducible contract ϕ is in a
violated state, written viopϕq if and only if the contract
has already been violated:
df

viopJq = ff
df
viopKq = tt
df
viopPk paqrdsq = pa, kq
df
viopOk paqrdsq = ff
df
viopFk paqrdsq = pa, kq
1 df
viopϕ ^ ϕ q = viopϕq _ viopϕ1 q
df
viopϕ _ ϕ1 q = viopϕq ^ viopϕ1 q
1 df
viopϕ § ϕ q = viopϕq ^ viopϕ1 q
df
viopcondk paqrdspϕ, ϕ1 qq = ff
1 df
viopϕ; ϕ q = viopϕq
df
viopwaitpdqq = ff
df
vioprec x.ϕq = viopϕq

Since syntactical equivalences would remove any zero
time windows (i.e. d = 0), the above definition covers
only when d ą 0.
The two first cases for the trivially satisfied and violated
contracts are straightforward. In the case of a permission
being currently in force, we flag a violation if the party
holding the permission wants to perform the action but is
not offered a synchronizing action. In case of an obligation,
violation can only occur after the time has expired (d = 0),
but this case is already defined because of the syntactical
equivalence Ok paqr0s ” K. Let us note that an obligation to
perform an action within a (non-zero) time frame is never in
violation at this instant, since there is still time to perform
the action and fulfil the obligation.
In the case of a reparation viopϕ § ϕ1 q, a violation can
only occur, if both ϕ and ϕ1 are violated. In the case of
viopcondk paqrdspϕ, ϕ1 qq, whether the action a or any other
action is observed the violation is always false, since the
conditional contract only defines how the contract will
behave (as ϕ or ϕ1 ). In the case of sequential composition
viopϕ; ϕ1 q, an immediate violation must occur on the first
operand (since J; ϕ would have been reduced to ϕ), and it is
thus defined as viopϕq. In the case of waitpdq, the violation is
always false, since it depicts a time delay, then an immediate
violation is false. Finally, the definition vioprec x.ϕq = viopϕq
is well-formed since recursion is always assumed to be
guarded.
Another important property that will be used later is
established in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For any contract ϕ P C , viopϕq )( tt if and only
if ϕ ” K.
Proof. The proof uses structural induction on ϕ. The only
non-trivial case being when ϕ = ϕ1 ^ ϕ2 , in which case
we use Proposition 2.
\
[
Note that the analogous property for J does not hold, i.e.,
there are contracts for which viopϕq )( ff , but ϕ ı J.
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5.5

Contracts Acting on Systems

We can now define how contracts evolve alongside a system,
and what it means for a system to satisfy a contract.
Definition 12. Given a contract ϕ P C with alphabet Act1
and a system A, we define the semantics of ϕ}A —
the combination of the system with the contract — with
alphabet Act with Act1 Ď Act through the following
rules:
a,k

a,s

(M1)

ϕ−
−−−Ñ ϕ1 , A −
−−−Ñ A1
kPs
1
ϕ}A=
ñ ϕ } A1

(M2)

ϕ −−−−−Ñ ϕ1 , A ( xa, ky
ϕ}A=
ñ ϕ1 } A

(M3)

A−
−−−Ñ A1
a R Act1
ϕ}A=
ñ ϕ } A1

pa,kq

a,s

d

d

A ::; A1 , ϕ ::; ϕ1 ,
@d1

d1

< d ¨ if A ::; A2 and
d

(M4)

1

ϕ ::; ϕ2 then A2 ( viopϕ2 q
ϕ}A=
ñ ϕ1 } A1

Rule M1 and M2 handles synchronization between the
contract and the system. If an action a performed by the
system is of interest to the contract, the contract evolves
alongside the system (M1), if the contract allows an agent
to perform an action but only agent k (and no other agent)
is willing to engage in the action, then only the contract
evolves (M2). Rule M3 handles actions on the system
which the contract is not interested in. Finally, rule M4
ensures that time cannot skip over a violation.
Definition 13. Let A be a system and ϕ P C be a contract.
‚

System A can break ϕ, written breakpA, ϕq, if there
exists a computation that leads to a violation of the
contract: for some n ě 0 and contracts ϕ0 till ϕn such
that:

ϕ}A = ϕ0 }A0 =
ñ ϕ1 }A1 =
ñ . . . ϕn−1 }An−1 =
ñ ϕn }An ,
‚

and An ( viopϕn q.
System A may fulfil ϕ, written fulfillpA, ϕq, if there
exists a computation of the system that fulfils the
contract: for some n ě 0 and contracts ϕ0 till ϕn :

ϕ}A = ϕ0 }A0 =
ñ ϕ1 }A1 =
ñ . . . ϕn−1 }An−1 =
ñ ϕn }An ,
and A ( viopϕk q for 0 ď k < n, and ϕn ” J.

Both notions are based on simulation techniques, defined
in a co-inductive fashion. We start by defining what a J
(respectively K) simulation contract is (Definition 14 and
respectively Definition 15), using which we can then define
the J (respectively K) simulation as the union of all J
(respectively K) simulations (Definition 16).
Definition 14. Let ϕ, ψ P C and R Ď C ˆ C , we say that R is
a K simulation contract relation iff whenever pϕ, ψq P R
the following conditions hold:
(i) viopϕq ( viopψq.
d
(ii) If ϕ ::; ϕ1 then one of the following conditions
holds:
d1

a. there exists d1 ď d such that ψ ::; K, or
d
b. there exists ψ 1 P C and ψ ::; ψ 1 and pϕ1 , ψ 1 q P R.
(iii) If ϕ −−αÑ ϕ1 then there exists ψ 1 P C and ψ −−αÑ ψ 1 and
pϕ1 , ψ 1 q P R.
Lemma 2. The relation id = tpϕ, ϕq | ϕ P Cu is a K
simulation relation.
Proof. It is immediate from the definitions.
\
[
Lemma 3. Let R1 and R2 be K simulation contract relations.
Then, their composition R1 ˝ R2 is also a K simulation
contract relation.
Proof. Let us consider pϕ1 , ϕ2 q P R1 ˝ R2 . By definition,
there exists ψ P C such that pϕ1 , ψq P R1 and pψ, ϕ2 q P
R2 . Let us check that pϕ1 , ϕ2 q satisfies the conditions of
Definition 14:
(i) Since R1 is a K simulation relation, viopϕ1 q ( viopψq.
Since R2 is a K simulation contract relation, viopψq (
viopϕ2 q. Let us consider a system A such that A (
viopϕ1 q. Since viopϕ1 q ( viopψq, we obtain A ( viopψq.
Since viopψq ( viopϕ2 q, we obtain A ( viopϕ2 q.
d
(ii) Let us assume ϕ1 ::; ϕ11 . Since R1 is a K simulation
contract relation, there are two cases:
d1

a. There exists d1 ď d such that ψ ::; K. Since R2
is a bot simulation contract relation, there are two
cases:
d2

1. There exists d2 ď d1 such that ϕ2 ::; K. In this
case there is nothing left to prove.
d1

2. There exists ϕ12 P C such that ϕ2 ::; ϕ12 and
pK, ϕ12 q P R2 . Since R2 is a K simulation contract
relation and viopKq = tt , then viopϕ12 q = tt . By
Lemma 1, we obtain ϕ12 = K.
d

Note that there are contracts which may never be fulfilled.
An example of such a contract is ϕ = rec x.ra, k, 8spK, 8q,
which may never be fulfilled since there are no transitions
from this contract leading to J. Nevertheless, if agent k
never performs action a, then neither is the contract broken.

6

R EFINEMENT

In this section we define two notions of contract refinement,
one (ďK ) related to the violation of a contract K, and another
(ďJ ) related to the fulfilment of a contract J.
Intuitively ďK relates two contracts ϕ, ψ P C (i.e. ϕďK ψ )
if any system which can break contract ϕ, can also break
contract ψ . The meaning of ďJ is its dual: if ϕ ďJ ψ then
any system which can fulfil ϕ can also fulfil ψ .

b. There is ψ 1 such that ψ ::; ψ 1 and pϕ11 , ψ 1 q P R1 .
Since R2 is a K simulation contract relation, there
are two cases:
d1

1. There exists d1 ď d such that ϕ2 ::; K. In this
case there is no more to prove.
d
2. There exists ϕ12 P C such that ϕ2 ::; ϕ12 and
1
1
1
1
pψ , ϕ2 q P R2 P R2 . Since pϕ1 , ψ q P R1 and
pψ 1 , ϕ12 q P R2 , we obtain pϕ11 , ϕ12 q P R1 ˝ R2 .
(iii) Let us assume ϕ1 −−aÑ ϕ11 . Since R1 is a K simulation
contract relation, there is ψ P C such that ψ −−aÑ ϕ
and pϕ11 , ψq P R1 . Since R2 is a K simulation contract
relation, there is ϕ12 P C such that ϕ2 −−aÑ ϕ12 and
pψ, ϕ12 q P R2 . Since, pϕ11 , ψq P R1 and pψ, ϕ12 q P R2 we
obtain by definition pϕ11 , ϕ12 q P R1 ˝ R2
\
[
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Proposition 6. The relation ďK is reflexive and transitive.
Proof.
‚

‚

Reflexivity. Since id = tpϕ, ϕq | ϕ P Cu is a K
simulation contract relation, we obtain ϕ ďK ϕ for
any ϕ P C .
Transitivity. Let ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 P C such that ϕ1 ďK ϕ2 and
ϕ2 ďK ϕ3 . That means that there are two K simulation
contract relations R1 and R2 such that pϕ1 , ϕ2 q P R1
and pϕ2 , ϕ3 q P R2 . Therefore, pϕ1 , ϕ3 q P R1 ˝ R2 .
Since R1 ˝ R2 is a K simulation contract relation, we
obtain ϕ1 ďK ϕ3 .
\
[

Definition 15. Let ϕ, ψ P C and R Ď C ˆ C , we say that R is
a J simulation contract relation iff whenever pϕ, ψq P R
the following conditions hold:
(i) If ϕ ” J then ψ ” J.
(ii) If viopψq ( viopϕq.
d
(iii) If ϕ ::; ϕ1 then one of the following conditions
hold:
d1
a. there is d1 ď d such that ψ ::; J, or
d
b. there is ψ 1 P C and that ψ ::; ψ 1 and pϕ1 , ψ 1 q P R
α
(iv) If ϕ −−Ñ ϕ1 then there is ψ 1 P C such that ψ −−αÑ ψ 1
and pϕ1 , ψ 1 q P R
Lemma 4. The relation id = tpϕ, ϕq | ϕ P Cu is a J
simulation relation.
Proof. It is immediate from the definitions.
\
[
Lemma 5. Let R1 and R2 be J simulation contract relations.
Then, their composition R1 ˝ R2 is also a J simulation
contract relation.
Proof. Let us consider pϕ1 , ϕ2 q P R1 ˝ R2 . By definition,
there exists ψ P C such that pϕ1 , ψq P R1 and pψ, ϕ2 q P
R2 . Let us check that pϕ1 , ϕ2 q satisfies the conditions of
Definition 15:
(i) Let us assume ϕ1 ” J. Since R1 is a J simulation
contract relation, ψ ” J. Since R2 is a J simulation
contract relation, ϕ2 ” J
(ii) Since R2 is a J simulation contract relation, viopϕ2 q (
viopψq. Since R1 is a J simulation contract relation,
viopψq ( viopϕ1 q. Therefore, viopϕ2 q ( viopϕ1 q.
d
(iii) Let us assume ϕ1 ::; ϕ11 . Since R1 is a K simulation
contract relation, there are two cases:
d1

a. There exists d1 ď d such that ψ ::; K. Since R2
is a bot simulation contract relation there are two
cases:
d2
1. There exists d2 ď d1 such that ϕ2 ::; K. In this
case there is no more to prove.
d1

2. There exists ϕ12 P C such that ϕ2 ::; ϕ12 and
pK, ϕ12 q P R2 . Since R2 is a K simulation contract
relation, we obtain ϕ12 = K.
d

b. There exists ψ 1 such that ψ ::; ψ 1 and pϕ11 , ψ 1 q P
R1 . Since R2 is a K simulation contract relation,
there are two cases:
d1
1. There exists d1 ď d such that ϕ2 ::; K. In this
case there is nothing more to prove.
d
2. There exists ϕ12 P C such that ϕ2 ::; ϕ12 and
pψ 1 , ϕ12 q P R2 . Since pϕ11 , ψ 1 q P R1 and pψ 1 , ϕ12 q P
R2 , we obtain pϕ11 , ϕ12 q P R1 ˝ R2 .

(iv) Let us assume ϕ1 −−aÑ ϕ11 . Since R1 is a K simulation
contract relation, there exists ψ P C such that ψ −−aÑ ϕ
and pϕ11 , ψq P R1 . Since R2 is a K simulation contract
relation, there exists ϕ12 P C such that ϕ2 −−aÑ ϕ12 and
pψ, ϕ12 q P R2 . Since, pϕ11 , ψq P R1 and pψ, ϕ12 q P R2 we
obtain by definition pϕ11 , ϕ12 q P R1 ˝ R2
\
[
Proposition 7. The relation ďJ is reflexive and transitive.
Proof. This proof is identical to that of Proposition 6,
replacing K by J.
\
[
We can now define the notion of simulation.
Definition 16. A contract ϕ can be J simulated (respectively K
simulated) by the contract ψ (written ϕďJ ψ , respectively
written ϕ ďK ψ ) iff there exists a J simulation contract
relation (respectively K simulation contract relation) R
such that pϕ, ψq P R.
Consider the following example illustrating the use of
these definitions.
Example 5.

waitp3q ďK Pk paqr5s
waitp3q; K ęK Pk paqr5s; K
Pk paqr3s ďJ waitp3q
Pk paqr3s § Ol pbqr2s ęJ waitp3q § Ol pbqr2s
waitp5q ďK Ok paqr6s
waitp5q ^ waitp7q ďK Ok paqr6s ^ waitp7q
Starting from the inequalities given in the the left-hand
column, it is not difficult to formally verify their correctness. For instance, consider waitp3q and Pk paqr5s —
the first one cannot be violated while the second can
be violated by any system that does not allow agent k
to perform action a, which ensures that the simulation
holds. Similar reasoning can be used to show the relation
between contracts waitp5q and Ok paqr6s. Regarding the
ďJ relation, dual reasoning can be applied — Pk paqr3s
can only be fulfilled if agent k is allowed to perform a
within 3 units, whereas waitp3q cannot be violated.
As to the relations shown in the right-hand column,
starting from waitp3q ďK Pk paqr5s, we can put both
contracts in the context of the continuation operator to
follow up with K. While waitp3q; K cannot be fulfilled
after 3 units of time whatever the system does, in the case
of Pk paqr5s; K, if the system allows agent k to perform
a after 3 units of time but agent k does not perform the
action, the contract is not broken yet. The other relations
can be similarly reasoned about.
Since the relations are preorders, for each of them we
have an equivalence relation. However, we can prove that
these relations are, in fact, equivalent.
Proposition 8. The two equivalence relations vJ = ďJ X
ďJ −1 and vK = ďK X ďK −1 , are equal to each other:
vJ = vK .
Proof. In order to prove vK Ď vJ we have to prove vK Ď
ďK and vK Ď ďK −1 . Both proofs are symmetrical, so let
us prove the first. It is sufficient to prove that vK is a J
simulation relation. Consider ϕ, ψ P C such that ϕ vK ψ
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— we must prove the conditions of Definition 15, with
the only non-trivial one being condition i. Assume ϕ ”
J. Since ϕ vK ψ , we deduce viopψq = ff . If ψ ı J, then
by Proposition 4, for any possible α there must exist ψ 1
such that ψ −−αÑ ψ 1 . Again, since ϕ vK ψ we obtain that
for any α, there must exist ϕ1 such that J = ϕ −−αÑ ϕ1 ,
which is impossible. We can thus conclude that ψ ” J.
\
[
Given their equivalence, we can define the simulation
equivalence of contracts as either of the two equivalence
relations.
Definition 17. We define the simulation equivalence relation as
v = ďJ X ďJ −1
df

Consider the K simulation: if two contracts are related
ϕďK ψ , then the violations identified by ϕ are also identified
by ψ .
Theorem 1. Let A be a system and ϕ, ψ P C be contracts,
such that ϕ ďK ψ . Then, if A violates ϕ, it also violates
ψ : breakpA, ϕq ñ breakpA, ψq.
Proof. Since ϕ ďK ψ , then there exists a simulation contract
relation R, such that pϕ, ψq P R. On the other hand, since
breakpA, ϕq holds, there exists a sequence of transitions

ϕ } A = ϕ0 } A0 =
ñ ϕ1 } A1 =
ñ
. . .ϕn−1 } An−1 =
ñ ϕn } An = ϕ1 } A1
where n ě 0, such that breakpA1 , ϕ1 q. By simulating ϕ,
we can build a computation beginning with the contract
ψ0 = ψ :

ψ } A = ψ0 } A0 =
ñψ1 } A1 =
ñ
. . .ψm−1 } Am−1 =
ñ ψm } Am = ψ 1 } A1
such that m ď n, pϕk , ψk q P R for 0 ď k < m, and
breakpA1 , ψm q. Let us proceed by induction. If n = 0
the proof is immediate, so let us consider the inductive
case n ą 0. Let us consider the first transition. There are
four cases according to the rules of the system transitions
(Definition 1):
Rules M1 and M2. ϕ0 −−αÑ ϕ1 . Since pϕ0 , ψ0 q P R, then
there is a contract ψ1 such that ψ0 −−αÑ ψ1 and pϕ1 , ψ1 q P
R. Therefore, we obtain that we have the computation
ψ0 }A0 =
ñ ψ1 }A1 . Then we obtain the result by induction.
Rule M3. This is trivial because the contract is not involved.
d
Rule M4. ϕ0 ::; ϕ1 then either:
d

1) There exists d1 < d such that ψ0 ::; K. In this case
we obtain ψ } A =
ñ K } A1 .
d
2) There exists ψ1 such that ψ0 ::; ψ1 and pϕ1 , ψ1 q P
d1

R. If there were 0 < d1 < d such that ψ ::; ψ 1 ,
d1
A ::; A1 , and A1 ( viopψ 1 q, then we obtain the result
immediately. Otherwise ψ } A =
ñ ψ1 } A1 and we obtain
the result by induction.
Finally, if m < n we have found the computation ψ } A =
ñ∗
1
K } A . Otherwise pϕn , ψn q P R, then viopϕn q ( viopψn q,
and by definition An ( viopψn q.
\
[
Now let us prove the corresponding property of J
simulated contract. If two contracts are related ϕ ďJ ϕ1 , and

if ϕ can be fulfilled by a system, then ϕ1 is also fulfilled by
the same system.
Theorem 2. Let A be a system and ϕ, ψ P C be contracts such
that ϕ ďJ ψ . Then, if A can fulfil ϕ, it can also fulfil ψ :
fulfillpA, ϕq ñ fulfillpA, ψq.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is very similar to the
previous one. In this case we build a computation:

ψ } A = ψ0 } A0 =
ñψ1 } A1 =
ñ
. . .ψm−1 } Am−1 =
ñ ψm } Am = ψ 1 } A1
such that m ď n, pϕk , ψk q P R, Ak ( viopψk q for 0 ď k <
m, and ψm ” J. The proof is equally done by induction
on n. The inductive case (n = 0) is also trivial and the
recursive cases for rules M1, M2 and M3 are just very
similar. We only have to verify Ak ( viopψk q, which
is immediate since viopψk q ( viopϕk q. The case M3 is
slightly different; so let us assume ϕ0 −−dÑ ϕ1 . First let
d1
us suppose that there exists d1 < d such that ψ0 −−
Ñ ψ1 ,
d1

A ::; A1 and A1 ( viopψ 1 q. Due to Proposition 5
and the definition of1 J simulation contract there exists
d
ϕ1 such that ϕ0 −−
Ñ ϕ1 with pϕ1 , ψ 1 q P R. Therefore
1
1
viopψ q ( viopϕ q and then the transition ϕ } A =
ñ ϕ1 } A
is not possible. Now, since pϕ0 , ψ0 q P R there are two
cases:
d1
1) There exists d1 < d such that ψ ::; J, so in this case
d1
we have found the computation ψ0 } A ::; J } A.
d
2) There exists ψ1 such that ψ0 ::; ψ1 and pϕ1 , ψ1 q P R.
If ϕ1 ” J then ψ1 ” J and we have found the required
computation. Otherwise, viopψ1 q ( viopϕ1 q and then
A1 ( viopψ1 q, so we obtain the result by induction. \
[
Finally, in this section we are going to show important
properties of the relations ďJ and ďK . First, let us show that
J and K are the best contracts in their respective relations ďJ
and ďK . Then, as ϕ ^ J ” ϕ and ϕ _ K ” ϕ, it is important
to show ϕ ^ ϕ1 ďJ ϕ and ϕ _ ϕ1 ďK ϕ.
Proposition 9. For any ϕ, ϕ1 P C , the following hold:
1) ϕ ďJ J
5) ϕ v ϕ _ ϕ
2) ϕ ďK K
6) ϕ v ϕ ^ ϕ
3) ϕ _ ϕ1 ďK ϕ
4) ϕ ^ ϕ1 ďJ ϕ
Proof. Statements 1 and 2 follow from the definitions and
Lemma 1. For 3 we have to check that RK = tpϕ_ϕ1 , ϕq |
ϕ, ϕ1 P Cu is a K simulation contract. While for 4 we
have to check that RJ = tpϕ ^ ϕ1 , ϕq | ϕ, ϕ1 P Cu is
a J simulation contract. For 5 and 6 it is easy to check
1
that the relations R_ = tpϕ, ϕ _ ϕq | ϕ P C}, R_
=
tpϕ _ ϕ, ϕq | ϕ P C}, R^ = tpϕ, ϕ ^ ϕq | ϕ P C}, and
1
R^
= tpϕ ^ ϕ, ϕq | ϕ P C} are respectively both, J
simulation contracts and K simulation contracts.
\
[
Let us show cases in which the relations act as congruences.
Proposition 10. For any ϕ, ϕ1 , ψ, ψ 1 P C , the following hold:
If ϕ1 ďK ϕ and ψ 1 ďK ψ :
If ϕ1 ďJ ϕ and ψ 1 ďJ ψ :
1
1
K.1 ϕ § ψ ďK ϕ § ψ
J.1 ϕ1 ; ψ 1 ďJ ϕ; ψ
1
1
K.2 ϕ ^ ψ ďK ϕ ^ ψ
J.2 ϕ1 ^ ψ 1 ďJ ϕ ^ ψ
1
1
K.3 ϕ _ ψ ďK ϕ _ ψ
J.3 ϕ1 _ ψ 1 ďJ ϕ _ ψ
K.4 condk paqrdspϕ1 , ψ 1 q
J.4 condk paqrdspϕ1 , ψ 1 q
ďK condk paqrdspϕ, ψq
ďJ condk paqrdspϕ, ψq
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Proof. For all the cases consider the relations:

Rpop,relq = ďrel Ytpϕ op ψ,ϕ1 op ψ 1 q | ϕ, ϕ1 , ψ, ψ 1 P C,
ϕ ďrel ϕ1 , ψ ďrel ψ 1 u
where op P t; , §, ^, _, condl paqrdsp¨, ¨qu and rel P
tJ, Ku. In all cases we have to prove that Rpop,relq is a
rel simulation. Also in all cases we are going to consider
pχ, χ1 q P Rpop,relq and to prove that pχ, χ1 q Pďrel . If
pχ, χ1 q Pďrel there is nothing to prove, so we consider
that χ = ϕ op ψ , χ1 = ϕ1 op ψ 1 , ϕ ďrel ϕ1 and ψ ďrel ψ 1 .
In all cases we have to check the conditions on the
corresponding relation in Definitions 14 and 15.
\
[
A consequence of the previous proposition is that v is a
congruence i.e. we can replace any subformula of a contract
by any other equivalent one without changing the meaning
of the contract.
Theorem 3. v is a congruence.
Proof. This follows from the previous proposition and
Proposition 8.
\
[

7

C ASE S TUDY

The case study presented in this section is an extension of
the running example described in Section 3, and is based
on the Madrid Barajas airport regulations [41], [42], [43].
The following contract between the airline company, the
security airport staff, and the passenger regulates their
interaction during check-in and on the flight considering
time constraints:
1) The passenger is permitted to check in her luggage
according to the stipulations of the class of ticket they
purchased from their respective airline company. It is
necessary that the passenger arrives at the airport, at
least, two hours prior to her flight, in order to check-in
her luggage and pass the security controls. Then, the
passenger is permitted to use the check-in desk within
two hours before the plane takes off (t0 ).
2) At the check-in desk, the passenger is obliged to present
her boarding pass within 5 minutes.
3) After presenting the boarding pass, the passenger must
show her passport, she has 5 minutes for this purpose.
4) The passenger is permitted to carry two pieces (of
hand luggage): one personal article and one carry-on
luggage. If the passenger has carry-on luggage, she
is obliged to fit it into the device for hand luggage
allowance, situated next to the check-in desks.
5) After presenting her passport, the passenger is permitted to board within 90 minutes and to present the handluggage to the airport staff within 10 minutes.
6) The airline company is obliged to allow the passenger
to board within 90 minutes.
7) The passenger is obliged to pass the filters or security
checkpoints, before they access the restricted safety
areas of the airport, as boarding gates and passengeronly zones, in accordance with the safety regulations,
within 60 minutes.
8) These security checkpoints consist of metal-detector
arches for the passengers and X-ray detectors for their
luggage. The airport security staff are permitted to carry
both systems manually.

9) If the hand luggage is a personal computer or another
electronic device, the airport security staff is permitted
to ask the passenger to take it out of its protective case
in order to be examined.
10) The passenger is obliged to take out the personal computer protection if the airport staff need to examine it
within 10 minutes.
11) The passenger is forbidden from taking articles to the
security restricted area, or to the cabin of the aircraft,
which constitute a risk for the health of other passengers, the crew and the safety of the aircraft and the
cargo.
12) The passenger is obliged to included risk articles at
check-in as baggage and/or apply to them the relevant
procedure to be accepted on board. Otherwise, the
security staff can requisition the articles.
13) Security staff is permitted to deny access to the boarding area and the airplane cabin to any passenger in
possession of an object which, even if not considered
forbidden, arouses their suspicions. If the passenger is
stopped from carrying luggage, the airline company is
obliged to put the passenger’s hand luggage in the hold
within 20 minutes.
14) The passenger is obliged to transport the liquids in
individual containers with a capacity of fewer than 100
ml. These containers must be carried in a resealable,
transparent plastic bag (for its easy inspection), with a
capacity of not more than 1 liter. Maximum one bag per
passenger.
15) The passenger is obliged to accompany her medication
with a corresponding receipt, a medical prescription
or a specified statement about the passenger’s health
condition, in case the security staff requires it.
Exception: All liquid medication is excluded from the
restrictions, affecting the transport of liquids in hand
luggage, if its usage is indispensable for the passenger
during the journey and possible extensions: outward
flight + stay + return flight.
16) Even if the regulations for liquids do not apply in the
medication case, the passenger is obliged to demonstrate all liquid medication to the security staff, apart
from the transparent plastic bag, used for the transport
of other liquids.
17) The passenger is obliged to check in all firearms, which
may not be transported.
18) The passenger has an obligation to know her rights if
she wants to file a complaint. In this case, she may ask
for a document at any airport in Spain, in which his
rights are described, including some advice about how
to act. Over and above, the passenger may also contact
the Spanish National Aviation Agency (Agencia Estatal
de Seguridad Aérea — AESA).
19) The passenger is entitled to present a claim, in case of
any violation of those rights, which can result in a financial compensation or any other kind of compensation. If
a passenger is unhappy with the service during a flight
but is not entitled to present a claim, he still has the
option to lodge a complaint or a suggestion.
Table 10 shows the PBS contract as a list of the obligations, permissions, and prohibitions that can be inferred
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from the description of the process.
The contract describing our case study can be formalized
using our contract calculus as follows:
PBS ::=ppϕ0 ^ ϕ10 ^ ϕ15 q; ϕ1 ; ϕ2 ; ϕ3 ;

pϕ5 ^ ϕ6 ^ ϕ7 ^ ϕ8 ^ ϕ9 ^ ϕ12 ^ ϕ13 ^ ϕ14 q;
pϕ4 ^ ϕ11 qq ^ ϕ16 ^ ϕ17 q
Where the formulas ϕ1 , . . . , ϕ17 are defined as follows:

ϕ0
ϕ1
ϕ2
ϕ3
ϕ4

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

Pp pcheckinqrt0 − 120s
Op pPBPqr5s
Op pShPqr5s
Pp pCToHLqr120s
pPp pboardqr90s; Pp phlqr10sq
§pOc pboardqr90s; Oc phlholdqr20sq

ϕ5
ϕ6
ϕ7
ϕ8

::=
::=
::=
::=

Op pPSCqr60s
PS pCDqr120s
PS pEPPqr120s
Op pTOPqr120s

ϕ9
ϕ10
ϕ11
ϕ12
ϕ13
ϕ14
ϕ15
ϕ16
ϕ17

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

pFprTRA, ps U rlanding, psqq
Op pCRAqrt0 − 120s § PS pRRAqr10s
PS pDRAqr10s
Op pliquidsqr120s
Op pmedicationqr120s
Op pliqqr120s
Op pfirearmsqrt0 − 120s
Op prightsqr120s
Op pcomplaintqr120s

Where p, S , c refer to the passenger, the security airport
staff, and the airline company, respectively. t0 is departure
estimated time. Note that the clauses ϕ0 to ϕ17 are used
to express the different parts of the contract, and combined
together in the top-level contract expression PBS.
Then, this approach allows us to check and determine
if any of the agents involved in the plane boarding system
break the contract (Definition 13). In this case, our formalism
allows us to determine, for instance, if it was the passenger
who violated the contract and if so why e.g. because she did
not present her boarding pass within the specified time at
the check-in desk, or because she was taking articles to the
security restricted area.
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R UNTIME V ERIFICATION OF T IMED C ONTRACTS

Although much work has been done on runtime verification
[44] — dynamic analysis technique which uses software
monitors to identify potential flaws of a system — there
is limited work done on runtime verification of real-time
properties [45], [46], [47]. Runtime monitors have been
used in the literature for a whole spectrum of applications
— from simply observing the system under scrutiny but
also, beyond this, to verify, enforce properties, or even add
functionality to the system.
We will be extending the method to generate a runtime
monitor from a contract presented in [11], to handle time.
8.1

Preliminaries

The operational semantics we give to contracts provides
us with a framework for contract monitoring: to monitor
contract ψ P C , we start the monitor in state ψ and update

the state whenever the system performs an action according
to the operational semantics. A violation is reached once
the violation predicate is satisfied by the system. In the rest
of this section, we concretely show how our logic can be
automatically monitored using a derivative-based algorithm
[48].
The idea behind derivative-based or term rewritingbased monitoring is that the formula still to be monitored
is used as the state of the monitoring system. Whenever an
event e is received with the system being in state ψ , the state
is updated to ψ 1 such that any trace of events es matches ψ 1 ,
if and only if e : es (the trace starting with e, followed by
es) matches ψ . This is repeated and a violation is reported
when (and if) the monitoring state is reduced to a formula
which matches the empty trace. In our contract logic, the
operational semantics provide precisely this information,
with ψ 1 being chosen to be the (unique) formula such that2
a,k

ψ −
−−−Ñ ; ÞÝÑ ψ 1 (where action a performed by party k is
observed by the monitoring system), and viopψq indicates
whether ψ matches the empty string (immediately violates
the contract).
In timed logics, this approach has to be augmented
with timeout events which, in the absence of a system
event, still change the formula. For example, the contract
waitpdq; ϕ would evolve to ϕ upon d time units elapsing.
Similarly, if d time units elapse (with no system events
received), we evolve the contract Ok paqrds; ϕ to K; ϕ, which
is equivalent to K, thus enabling us to flag the violation as
soon as it happens. If we were to wait for a system event,
the violation may end up being identified too late. In our
case, we use the timeout function to enable setting of a
timer to trigger the monitoring state update, evolving ϕ to
the unique formula ϕ1 according to the timed operational
timeoutpϕq

semantics ϕ ::::::;; ÞÝÑ ϕ1 . Also, system events carry
a timestamp, through which the contract can be moved
ahead in time upon receiving the event.
In order to formalize these ideas, we need a notion of
structural equivalence. Intuitively, two contract are structurally equivalent if they only differ in the time constraints
and so they can perform the same actions.
Definition 18. Consider the relation R Ď C ˆ C defined as
follows:

R

df

=
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

tpJ, Jq, pK, Kqu
tpFk paqrds, Fk paqrd1 sq | d, d1 ą 0u
tpPk paqrds, Pk paqrd1 sq | d, d1 ą 0u
tpOa pkqrds, Oa pkqrd1 sq | d, d1 ą 0u
tpwaitpdq, waitpd1 qq | d, d1 ą 0u
tpcondk paqrdspϕ1 , ϕ2 q, condk paqrd1 spϕ1 , ϕ2 qq | d, d1 ą 0,
ϕ1 , ϕ2 P Cu

The structural equivalence congruence, denoted by ”s is
the smallest congruence containing R.
Proposition 11. Let ϕ, ψ P C be two structurally equivalent
contracts, ϕ ”s ψ . Then viopϕq = viopψq and ϕ −−αÑ χ iff
ψ −−αÑ χ.
Proof. The proof follows using structural induction.
\
[
Definition 19. The timeout of a contract ϕ, written
timeoutpϕq, is inductively defined as follows:
2. We write r; s to indicate the forward composition of the two
relations r and s.
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Table 10
Norms of the Boarding System contract

Clause
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Agent

Modality

Action

Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Airline Company
Passenger
Security Staff
Security Staff
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Security Staff
Security Staff
Airline Company
Airline Company
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger

Permission
Obligation
Obligation
Permission
Permission
Permission
Obligation
Obligation
Permission
Permission
Obligation
Prohibition
Obligation
Permission
Permission
Obligation
Obligation
Obligation
Obligation
Obligation
Obligation
Obligation
Permission

Go to the checkin desk (checkin)
Present boarding pass (PBP)
Show her passport (ShP)
Carry two hand luggage (CToHL)
Board (board)
Board with hand luggage (hl)
Allow passenger to board (board)
Pass the security checkpoints (PSC)
Carry detectors(CD)
Examine passanger PC (EPP)
Take out PC (TOP)
Taking risk articles (TRA)
Check in risk articles (CRA)
Requisition of risk articles(RRA)
Deny access to boarding area(DRA)
Put her hand luggage in the hold (hlhold)
Allow passenger to board (board)
Liquids of 100ml (liquids)
Medication with receipt (medication)
Demonstrate liquid medication (liq)
Check in the firearms (firearms)
Know her rights (rights)
File a complaint (complaint)

Reparation
Clause
∅
∅
∅
∅
6 & 15
6 & 15
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
13
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅

Time
Restriction
t0 − 120
5
5
120
90
10
90
60
120
120
10
tlanding
t0 − 120
10
10
20
90
120
120
120
t0 − 120
120
120

timeoutpϕ1 q

timeoutpJq
timeoutpKq
timeoutpPk paqrdsq
timeoutpOk paqrdsq
timeoutpFk paqrdsq
timeoutpcondk paqrdspϕ1 , ϕ2 qq
timeoutpwaitpdqq
timeoutprec x.ϕ | xq
timeoutpϕ1 _ ϕ2 q
timeoutpϕ1 ^ ϕ2 q
timeoutpϕ1 ; ϕ2 q
timeoutpϕ1 § ϕ2 q

df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=

8
8
d
d
d
d
d

timeoutpϕq
minttimeoutpϕ1 q, timeoutpϕ2 qu
minttimeoutpϕ1 q, timeoutpϕ2 qu
timeoutpϕ1 q
timeoutpϕ1 q

And finally we obtain the result that we need: any
timed transition taking less than the timeout of a contract
preserves the structure of a contract.
Proposition 12. Given contract ϕ and time t < timeoutpϕq,
advancing ϕ by t time preserves the structure of the
t
contract: if ϕ ::; ϕ1 , then: ϕ ”s ϕ1 .
Proof. The proof is simple by structural induction.
\
[
We can now define the closure of a contract ϕ as all
formulae reachable from ϕ through action transitions and
timeout time transitions.
Definition 20. We define the closure of a contract formula
ϕ, written closurepϕq, to be the set of all contract formulae reachable through a combination of visible action
transitions and timeout transitions. Formally, closurepϕq
is the smallest set such that: (i) ϕ P closurepϕq; (ii) if
a,k

and (iii) if ϕ1 P closurepϕq, and ϕ1 :::::::; ϕ2 , then
ϕ2 P closurepϕq.

ϕ1 P closurepϕq, and ϕ1 −
−−−Ñ ϕ2 , then ϕ2 P closurepϕq;

It is easy to prove, that for a contract ϕ whose time
constraints are non-zero constants, the closure of ϕ does
not exhibit Zeno-like behaviour3 . It also follows that the
relations of timeout time steps and visible event steps are
sufficient to characterize the operational semantics progress
of a contract to a violation or otherwise.
8.2

A Monitoring Algorithm

The monitoring algorithm for our contract logic is shown
in Algorithm 1. The state of the monitor is stored in variable contract while variable systime keeps track of the last
timestamp processed by the system. Initially, these variables
are set to ψ and 0 (line 1). The monitoring algorithm is
effectively a loop (lines 2–17) which checks whether there
was a violation upon every iteration. Upon entering the
loop, any pending timer triggers are replaced (lines 3–5),
enacting a process which creates a special timeout event
(line 4) to be launched (asynchronously) after the current
contract times out. In the meantime, execution is blocked
until an event is received (line 6). If the event received is
the timeout event, the monitored formula updated accordingly using the timestep function which returns the unique
t
formula satisfying ψ ::; timesteppϕ, tq with the time
advanced by timeoutpψq time units (lines 7–10). If, however,
the event received is a system event e with timestamp t,
3. By Zeno-like behaviour, we mean an infinite number of arbitrarily
smaller time steps whose sum converges, thus blocking time from
progressing.
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the monitoring state is updated by first advancing time by
pt − systimeq time units, and then stepping forward using
the step function which returns the unique formula such that
ψ −−eÑ steppψ, eq (lines 11–14). Finally, the systime variable
is updated accordingly (line 16).
It is worth noting that the algorithm replicates the two
types of transitions required to advance a contract: (i) maximally advancing time until the structure of the contract
changes (the case of a timeout event); and (ii) processing
a system event. This ensures that the state of the contract
monitor advances steadily in correct steps (assuming that
timestep and step correctly implement the rules from the
semantics). Furthermore, progress is ensured since stepping
along maximal time steps never results in Zeno-like behaviour.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

contract = ϕ; systime = 0;
while vio(contract) do
reset timer to timeout(contract))
createEvent(T IMEOUT);
end
switch getEvent() do
case T IMEOUT do
∆t = timeout(contract);
contract = timestep(contract, ∆t);
end
case E VENT e WITH T IMESTAMP t do
∆t = t − systime;
contract = step(timestep(contract, ∆t), e);
end
end
systime = systime + ∆t;
end
report(V IOLATION);

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to monitor timed contracts

8.3

the execution of the system; or (ii) timer events which are
triggered upon a timer t reaching a threshold limit L written
t@L. Timer limits can either take the form of a time constant
T P T (where T refers to the continuous time domain), or
deadline variables D P D EADLINE. Unlike constant limits,
deadline variables can be dynamically modified during the
traversal of the DATE.
E VENT ::= S YSTEM E VENT | T IMER@pT Y D EADLINEq
DATE conditions and actions may also refer to the state of
the system which is being monitored e.g. to react to a login
event only if the system is in alert mode. The state of the
system σ will be assumed to range over the type S TATEs . In
addition, monitors may keep their own state e.g. the monitor
may keep track of how many users are logged in, in order
to react to a login only when more than 100 concurrent users
are using the system. The symbolic DATE state µ will be
assumed to range over the type S TATEm .
In addition, a DATE configuration will also keep track of
the timer values τ P S TATET , assigning a time value to each
time such that S TATET = T IMER Ñ T. Similarly, it keeps
track of the current value of the timer variable deadlines δ P
S TATED where S TATED = D EADLINE Ñ T. We will abuse
notation and write δpLq to extend the function to work also
on constant deadlines (in which case that constant deadline
is returned) and τ + ∆ (where ∆ P T) to denote the timer
state in which all timers are advanced by ∆ time units. The
symbolic state of a DATE is thus defined to be a combination
of all these parts: S TATE+
M = S TATE m ˆ S TATE T ˆ S TATE D .
Conditions c P C ONDITION are predicates over the
system and full monitoring state:
C ONDITION = pS TATEs ˆ S TATE+
Mq Ñ B
Similarly, actions α P A CTION are functions which, based on
the system state, may update any part of the full monitoring
state:
+
A CTION = pS TATEs ˆ S TATE+
M q Ñ S TATE M

Runtime Verification Using Larva

Rather than programming directly Algorithm 1 from
scratch, we will take advantage of an existing runtime
verification tool. In particular, we will use Larva [49], which
uses Dynamic Automata with Timers and Events (DATEs)
as a specification language. DATEs are symbolic timed
automata enriched in a number of aspects. The rest of this
section introduces DATEs, with a number of adaptations
over the original formalization to facilitate understanding
and support the contract translation.
8.3.1 Preliminaries
There are three main elements in DATE transitions: (i) Events
refer to observable actions which a DATE may react to. (ii)
Conditions are boolean expressions taking into consideration
both the DATE’s symbolic state and the system state, which
decide whether a transition is taken or not. (iii) Actions are
modifications that are done to the DATE or system state
upon observing an event and satisfying the condition. What
follows formally defines these concepts.
Events which a DATE will be able to react to are either
(i) system events over an alphabet S YSTEM E VENT, corresponding to control- or data-flow points of interest during

8.3.2 Formally Defining DATEs
A DATE is quadruple xQ, q0 , K, By where Q is a finite set
of states, q0 P Q is the initial state, K Ď pQ ˆ E VENT ˆ
C ONDITION ˆ A CTION ˆQq is a set of event-condition-action
transitions, and B Ď Q is a set of bad states. We will write
e|cÞÑα

q ÝÝÝÝÑ q 1 to denote a transition pq, e, c, α, q 1 q P K .
The following figure shows an example of DATE whereupon the detection of a login event on alert mode, starts
a timer of ten minutes. If the ten minutes elapse before a
logout, the DATE reaches a bad state.
login | alertMode() ÞÑ t.reset();

start

q1

q2
logout
t@10

The event triggers from a DATE state q , written triggerspqq,
are defined to be all events which appear on transitions
df

e|cÞÑα

outgoing from q : triggerspqq = te | Dq 1 , c, α ¨ q ÝÝÝÝÑ q 1 u.
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The semantics of a DATE with dynamic timer deadlines
can now be defined using this notation. The configuration
of the monitor consists of (i) the state q P Q of the DATE;
and (ii) the symbolic monitoring state σ P S TATE+
M of the
monitor. Given a monitoring configuration, the earliest timer
trigger is the least time which will trigger an outgoing timer
event transition if no other event is received:

ϕ and updates triggers on either an event or the timeout
to timeoutpϕq triggers. Initially, ϕ is set to the contract to
monitor while T to timeoutpϕq:
e|

viopnextpϕ, eqq ÞÑ ϕ = nextpϕ, eq; T = timeoutpϕq
e | viopnextpϕ, eqq

start

df

earliestpq, pµ, τ, δqq = mintδpLq − τ ptq | t@L P triggerspqq

t@T | viopnexttime pϕqq

^ δpLq ě τ ptqu
t@T |

The semantics of DATEs will specify how the configuration
of the DATE changes upon event triggering or time passing.
We will have two forms of operational semantics relations:
e,∆,σ

(i) C ÝÝÝÑ C 1 to denote that the monitor moves from
configuration C to C 1 upon the system receiving event e
after ∆ time units (from the last transition) and with the
∆,σ

viopnexttime pϕqq ÞÑ ϕ = nexttime pϕq; T = timeoutpϕq

The
function
nextpϕ, eq
corresponds
to
stepptimesteppϕ, ∆tq, eq while nexttime pϕq corresponds to
timesteppϕ, ∆tq — in both cases ∆t is the time elapsed since
the last processed event. Using this construction, a trace
leads to the bad state of the DATE if and only if it violate
the initial contract.

system state snapshot at that time being σ ; (ii) C
C1
to denote that the monitor goes from configuration C to
C 1 after ∆ time units of inactivity at the end of which the
system state is σ .
The first relation is defined with the implicit condition
that an event e has triggered and another two preconditions: the existence of a transition triggering on e and the
satisfaction of the condition c. The side-condition ensures
that no timer-triggered transitions should have modified the
configuration before.

8.3.4 Practical Evaluation
To test our approach, we implemented the case study in
Java with each action represented as a method call. When
evaluated empirically, runtime verification tools, typically
(e.g. [51]) get evaluated by comparing the time needed to
run the system with and without monitoring. In this case,
this is not practical since the system is simply a sequence
of dummy method executions. Instead, the purpose of this
quantitative evaluation is (i) to verify the correct behaviour
of the monitor, i.e., that a violation is indeed reported when
e|cÞÑα
1
it actually occurs and vice versa; and (ii) to verify our
q ÝÝÝÝÑ q
cpσ, pµ, τ, δqq
∆ < earliestpq, pµ, τ, δqq intuition that the monitor will scale linearly with the size
e,∆,σ
pq, pµ, τ, δqq ÝÝÝÑ pq 1 , αpµ, τ + ∆, δqq
of the execution of the underlying system.
A number of test cases were generated, each representThe second relation is similar to the previous but, while not
ing the interactions of a single user involving a varying
requiring the occurrence of a system event, requires that the
number of actions. In each case, the monitor verdict was
timer has reached its deadline.
as expected. Subsequently, different levels of traffic were
generated by launching several users in parallel ranging
t@L|cÞÑα
from 100 user to 100,000 users. The experiment4 was run
q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ q 1
on a laptop with an Intel i7-855U processor and 16GB RAM.
τ ptq + ∆ = δpLq
cpσ, pµ, τ, δqq
∆ = earliestpq, pµ, τ, δqq
The results in Table 11 show that as the number of users
∆,σ
pq, pµ, τ, δqq
pq 1 , αpµ, τ + ∆, δqq
increases, the CPU time per user stabilises at around 0.3
milliseconds. This confirms our reasoning that since the
Building on the earlier example, consider the case where the
individual user monitors do not interact, the monitoring
automaton is in the second state with the timer just reset:
pq2 , p∅, t ÞÑ 0, t ÞÑ 10qq. If a logout event occurs after six effort scales linearly to the number of users. One would only
expect this trend to stop upon reaching a large number of
minutes, then ∆ = 6, while earliestpq2 , p∅, t ÞÑ 6, t ÞÑ 10qq =
10−6 = 4. Therefore the first relation would apply, updating users, the performance of an underlying framework starts
deteriorating, e.g., the thread pool grows larger than what
the configuration to pq1 , p∅, t ÞÑ 6, t ÞÑ 10qq. On the other
is efficiently manageable.
hand, if no logout event occurs within ten minutes, then
Regarding memory, since contract monitors only need to
earliestpq2 , p∅, t ÞÑ 0, t ÞÑ 10qq = 10 − 0 = 10 causing the
keep track of a state of bounded size per user per contract,
second relation to be applied resulting in the configuration
this was not considered to be an issue.
pqˆ , p∅, t ÞÑ 10, t ÞÑ 10qq.
8.3.3 Implementation
The operational semantics given to the contracts, along with
the timers and events, provide the framework to transform
contracts in our calculus into DATEs which can be used to
runtime verify the performance of parties involved.
We adapt the derivative-based [50] runtime verification
algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 in order to obtain a DATE
which reacts to the events appropriately. The resulting two
state DATE keeps track of the current contract in a variable
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C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have extended the contract logic from [11]
to deal with real time contracts. The resulting calculus,
Themulus, allows us to reason about contracts with time
constraints independent of the systems on which they are
applied to. In order to achieve this, we have introduced
4. The related code is available at: https://github.com/aarandag/
larva-timedcontracts
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Table 11
Experiment measurements rounded to 3 significant figures
Thousands of users

0.1

0.5

1

5

10

No monitoring (s)
With monitoring (s)

0.0556
0.104

0.231
0.433

0.261
0.595

0.736
2.16

0.811
4.05

7.00
18.1

12.1
38.4

Difference (s)
Difference per user (ms)

0.0480
0.480

0.202
0.404

0.334
0.334

1.43
0.285

3.24
0.324

11.1
0.223

26.4
0.264

a notion of similarity between contracts, which takes into
account predicates over system states, and shown how these
semantics can be used for runtime verification of contracts.
Finally, we showed the utility of the timed calculus by
applying it to an airline check-in desk case study. Our
implementation of the monitoring engine worked correctly
and within reasonable resource bounds.
There are various research directions we intend to explore. From a practical perspective, we will be looking into
automated runtime verification of contracts, and looking
at how this scales up with more complex contracts. From
a theoretical perspective, there are various questions we
have yet to explore — from identifying conflicts in our
contract language, to looking at automated synthesis of the
strongest contract satisfied by a given system (analogous
to the weakest-precondition) and synthesis of the weakest
system satisfying a given contract.
One application arising from runtime monitoring was
that of runtime enforcement, where starting from a specification, algorithmic machinery is synthesized to ensure that the
system under scrutiny does not violate the specification e.g.
by delaying or injecting events. In particular, there is a body
of work on runtime enforcement of timed properties [52],
[53], [54] which could offer insight on how our work can
be extended to build contract enforcement engines, a notion
which has not been widely explored in the deontic logic
world.
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